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Advanced Functions Of Car DVD Player Make Your Driving More Colorful

In the last decade, the rapid development in automobile aftermarket electronics and  accessories
market have brought various advanced car multimedia systems for people. Some of these car audio
DVD players are equipped with the latest and most advanced functions, and can do things literally
unheard of just a few years ago.

For example, some car DVD players can run the GPS navigation system, and play music or display
a television picture at the same time. In fact, want to do this, a car DVD player must have the
function called Picture In Picture or PIP. Via this function, you can use two functions of DVD, TV,
radio, bluetooth, navigation and AUX at the same time. What's better, the two display windows can
zoom in or out at your will. Generally, the PIP functionality is most often found in those 2 Din car
DVD players, which usually accommodate a number of other functions that won't be found in a
single DIN player.

2-Zone is also an amazing function of car DVD GPS players. With this function, the car DVD player
can simultaneously play independent video or audio sources. For example, the AM/FM tuner or
GPS voice guidance can be listened to by the driver, while DVD video or game playing is available
to the rear passengers. But the precondition is that you have connected some other car DVD
players like headrest monitors with the in-dash unit. The 2-zone function usually offers your
passengers more entertainment enjoyments during the driving.

For music lovers, iPod support of car DVD player can be the most exciting feature, because it
enables you to connect your iPod with the DVD player and enjoy quality audio streaming via the
original car stereo system. Generally speaking, the connection between iPod and in-dash DVD is
very easy, the only thing you need is an iPod cable, which is usually together with the DVD player
and you don't need to buy additionally. What's better, you are also allowed to operate the iPod
directly on the DVD screen.

Some in dash DVD players also have the CDC function, which means that the audio discs can be
stored in the player while you are listening to music. It gives you the benefits of extending playing
time and directly selecting music you like from any of the discs. And you can enjoy hours of
uninterrupted audio listening. 

Car DVD player with USB/SD support can directly play MP3, MP4 and other digital files stored in
USB stick and SD card, and this is also an important audio and video resource for car owners.

So, there is no doubt that these advanced functions makes a car DVD player bring people endless
entertainment enjoyments in the daily life. With the rapid development of car electronic, I believe
that more advanced functions will be added to the car multimedia system, making people's driving
life more interesting and enjoyable.
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